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Abstract

Phylogenetic trees reconstructed without fossils have become an important source of information to study evolutionary processes. A widely used method to describe patterns of phylogenetic diversification is known as the lineages-through-time (LTT) plot. Recently, it has been shown that it is possible to predict the distribution of the branching times of a phylogeny, thus making possible to derive a theoretical LTT curve conditioned on diversification parameters. Here, I review some aspects related to this prediction showing how to derive it for any time-dependent model of diversification, as well as calculating a prediction interval around a theoretical LTT curve. The accuracy of the prediction interval was assessed with simulations using fixed or random tree sizes under constant-rate models as well as two models of time-dependent diversification. The prediction intervals were relatively narrower and more accurate for larger trees. The features of this approach are discussed as well as its potential applications.
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1. Introduction

Biological diversity on Earth is the result of several physical, chemical, and biological forces which affect the rates of species origination and extinction. The investigation of evolutionary diversification with phylogenetic trees has received a lot of attention during the last two decades (see recent reviews in Pennell and Harmon, 2013; Morlon, 2014). In particular, a wide range of methods have been developed for the statistical analysis of phylogenies in order to estimate speciation and extinction parameters or to test hypotheses about their variation through time or among different lineages. One popular approach is a graphical method known as the lineage-through time (LTT) plot (Nee et al., 1992). This method requires a dated phylogenetic tree (also known as chronogram) from which the dates of divergence are computed. A plot of the increase in the number of lineages (on the $y$-axis) with respect to time (on the $x$-axis) is then done to realise the LTT plot. The $y$-axis can be log-transformed if, for instance, the increase in the number of lineages is very strong close to present, so that the structure of the curve back in the past may be more visible. The initial motivation behind this method was to find a relationship between the shape of the curve displayed by the LTT plot and the temporal variation (or lack of) in the speciation and extinction rates of the lineage under study. Two approaches to this end can be found in the literature. The first one is based on deriving explicit equations of the distribution of the branching times of a tree with respect to the diversification parameters (e.g., Stadler, 2008; Paradis, 2011; Hallinan, 2012). The second one, which has enjoyed some success in the recent literature, is to simulate many trees under a given model of diversification and then derive a null distribution of the LTT plot (e.g., Crisp and Cook, 2009; Pie and Tschá, 2009; Fordyce, 2010; Lorén et al., 2014).

Recently, Lambert and Stadler (2013) investigated in details general macroevolutionary models of speciation and extinction. An important result from this study is that under a homogeneous model of diversification, the distribution of branching times depends only on the rates of speciation and extinction. Therefore, the LTT plot of a phylogenetic tree completely summarises the information required to estimate these rates under the assumption of homogeneity (i.e., speciation and extinction rates are the same for all species at a given time).
though these parameters may vary through time) and the assumption that both rates are not correlated. On the other hand, remarkable progress has been accomplished on the simulation of phylogenetic trees under various diversification models with specified or random numbers of species (Paradis, 2011; Stadler, 2011; Höhna, 2013). An issue that remains open concerns the links between these different methods and approaches, particularly whether explicit equations and simulations of phylogenetic trees lead to similar prediction of branching times distribution. Another question is about the effect of simulating a phylogeny with a specified number of species on the distribution of branching times. Finally, the nature of the variability around the predicted distribution of branching times has not yet been assessed.

In the present paper, I review the question of predicting the distribution of branching times of a phylogeny given a model of temporal variation in speciation and extinction rates. Further elaborating on the work presented in Paradis (2011), I show how the calculations can be improved and applied to any model of time-dependent diversification. I then discuss how to derive a prediction interval around the theoretical LTT curve. I also review the methods for simulating phylogenetic trees from speciation–extinction models, and discuss the relationships among the different approaches. Using stochastic simulations, it is shown that the prediction interval of the LTT plot can be accurate in different settings of diversification parameters and tree sizes.

2. Methods

2.1. Speciation–extinction models and the distribution of branching times

Throughout this paper, we consider a dated (i.e., ultrametric) phylogenetic tree with \( N \) species. We assume that this tree is rooted and fully dichotomous; consequently, it has \( N - 1 \) (= \( m \)) internal nodes. The branching times, measured from the root, are denoted \( t_1, \ldots, t_m \). By convention in this paper, the root is the origin of the time scale, so that \( t_1 = 0 \), and the present is denoted \( T \).

Birth–death models have been widely used to analyse or simulate the diversification of clades. The basic assumption of these models is that each species is continuously exposed to speciation and extinction. The rates at which these events happen may vary through time. In such
a time-dependent birth–death model, the probability that a species undergo speciation follows a
function denoted \( \lambda(t) \), and similarly for the probability of extinction \( \mu(t) \). This formulation
implies no lineage-specific variation: at a given time, all species have the same probabilities of
speciation and extinction (i.e., the assumption of homogeneity). In order to derive the predicted
LTT curve under a time-dependent birth–death model, we use the probability that a lineage,
originating from a single species at time \( t \), is not extinct at time \( T \) (Kendall, 1948):

\[
Pr(t, n_T \geq 1) = \frac{e^{-\rho(t,T)}}{W(t)},
\]

(1)

where \( n_T \) is the number of living species in the lineage at time \( T \), and with the function \( \rho \) defined
as:

\[
\rho(t,T) = \int_t^T \mu(u) - \lambda(u) \, du,
\]

and:

\[
W(t) = e^{-\rho(t,T)} \left[ 1 + \int_t^T e^{\rho(t,u)} \mu(u) \, du \right].
\]

We note that in eq. 1, \( t \) and \( T \) are given fixed values; only \( n_T \) is a random variable.

We can now derive the distribution of branching times from the phylogeny. The probability of
observing a branching event in a phylogeny, denoted as \( \pi(t) \), is given by the probability that two
lineages originating at time \( t \) survive until present multiplied by the probability of a speciation
event at \( t \). The latter probability is given by the product of the speciation probability at \( t \), \( \lambda(t) \),
with the number of species living at this time. Obviously, we do not know the latter but we can
substitute it by its expectation: \( \mathbb{E}(n_t) = e^{-\rho(0,t)} \). Consequently, we have:

\[
\pi(t) = Pr^2(t, n_T \geq 1)\mathbb{E}(n_t)\lambda(t).
\]

(2)

This density gives the relative probabilities of a branching time on the interval \( 0 < t < T \), but this
is not a probability density because this function does not integrate (since \( t \) is continuous) to one.
We rescale this equation with respect to $t$ on the interval $[0, T]$ to obtain a cumulative density function (CDF) of the branching times:

$$F(t) = \frac{\int_0^t \pi(u) \, du}{\int_0^T \pi(u) \, du}. \quad (3)$$

This equation is used to derive the predicted curve of the LTT plot with given functions $\lambda(t)$ and $\mu(t)$ (Paradis, 2011). $F(t)$ is an increasing function with increasing $t$, and we have $F(0) = 0$ and $F(T) = 1$. Höhna (2013) derived an equation which is close but different from eq. 2 above. However, it can be shown that both forms are equivalent (see Appendix A).

As one can see from the above formulae, the calculations involved in computing $F(t)$ are quite heavy with several integrations which, in general, cannot be solved analytically (a trivial exception is the case with $\lambda$ and $\mu$ constant). In practice, standard numerical methods for integration can be used but they are usually slow. Hallinan (2012) found an interesting solution to this problem: if one assumes that $\lambda(t)$ and $\mu(t)$ are constant across some time intervals (i.e., they vary following some step functions), then eq. 1 can be calculated easily. This is an interesting solution because the assumption that speciation and extinction rates are constant over some short time periods (e.g., a few thousand years) may be reasonable on a macroevolutionary scale (several million years).

Here I develop some improvements on the computation of the above equations that make the calculation of $F(t)$ faster for any function $\lambda(t)$ and $\mu(t)$. First, we note that eq. 1 simplifies to:

$$\Pr(t, n_T \geq 1) = \left[ 1 + \int_t^T e^{\rho(t,u)} \mu(u) \, du \right]^{-1}.$$ 

We then log-transform eq. 2:

$$\ln \pi(t) = -2 \ln \left[ 1 + \int_t^T e^{\rho(t,u)} \mu(u) \, du \right] - \rho(0,t) + \ln \lambda(t).$$

Working on a logarithmic scale is less likely to inflate computing errors since we work here with sums instead of products. Note that if the antiderivates of $\lambda(t)$ and of $\mu(t)$ can be found, say $\Lambda(t)$
and \(M(t)\), then \(\rho(t, u)\) can be computed directly:

\[
\rho(t, u) = M(u) - \Lambda(u) - M(t) + \Lambda(t).
\]

For instance, if both follow some step functions, as assumed in Hallinan (2012), then these antiderivatives are calculated simply with rectangle areas. The two remaining difficulties are the integral of \(e^{\rho(t,u)}\mu(u)\) and the one of \(\pi(t)\). To compute them efficiently, the following strategy has been adopted. The function to be integrated is first evaluated on a sufficiently large number of points which are defined so that two neighbouring points are close enough so the area under the curve can be approximated with a rectangle. For instance (where \(\delta\) is a small value):

\[
\int_{x}^{x+\delta} \pi(u) du \approx \pi(x+\delta/2) \times \delta.
\]

This is a standard step in computing an integral with an unknown antiderivative and is called the midpoint method. The integral between 0 and \(t\) is then calculated with the sum of all the rectangle areas between these two values. We have to be careful that the error generated by the midpoint method, which may be negligible for a single small interval, will tend to accumulate when summing over many such intervals. A solution is to use Simpson’s rule which is defined by:

\[
\int_{x}^{x+\delta} \pi(u) du \approx \frac{\pi(x) + 4\pi(x+\delta/2) + \pi(x+\delta)}{6} \times \delta.
\]

Over a wider interval made of many elementary intervals, the values of all left-, mid-, and right-points of each elementary interval are summed using the same coefficients as above (1, 4, and 1). In the framework of the present application, it was found that defining 500 elementary intervals was enough, so that it is needed to calculate 999 values of \(\pi(t)\). Both integrals in eq. 3 are then calculated with Simpson’s rule (the denominator being calculated over all elementary intervals).
2.2. The lineage-through time plot and its prediction interval

Simulations show clearly that the distribution of branching times is highly variable even with the same parameter values. So it is desirable to predict the variability around the expected LTT plot in the same way than prediction bands are derived in statistical practice (Liu et al., 2008). We use here an approach introduced by Hallinan (2012) whose rationale is as follows: consider a point in time, say \( \tau \), and let us write \( p = F(\tau) \). Consider now a branching time \( t \) taken at random in a tree generated with the same parameters used to compute \( F \). Then, by the definition of a CDF, the event \( t \leq \tau \) follows a Bernoulli distribution with probability \( p \). We can thus derive upper and lower bounds for the CDF of branching times by calculating the quantiles of the number of observed branching times for each value of \( t \). Suppose we observe \( n \) branching times, then the number of those smaller than or equal to \( \tau \) follows a binomial distribution with parameters \( n \) and \( p \). It is therefore possible to calculate a 95\% prediction interval of this distribution using the quantiles of the binomial distribution at the probabilities 0.025 and 0.975. In practice, these bounds are calculated at a number of points in the interval \([0, T]\) (every 0.1 time unit in this paper).

2.3. Simulating speciation–extinction trees

Simulating evolutionary data has become an important endeavour in data analysis with the constant development of Monte Carlo or Bayesian approaches. There is a long history of the simulation of trees with different purposes (see Paradis, 2014, for a brief overview). The simulation of speciation–extinction (or birth–death) trees is only a subset of these methods. Two broad categories of methods to simulate speciation–extinction trees can be defined: the homogeneous methods which are continuous in time, and the heterogeneous methods which can model any kind of variation in speciation and extinction rates (in relation to species biological traits, environment, climate, …) I consider only the former category here, and distinguish three approaches to this:

1. Starting from a single species, evolution is simulated forward in time. The times of speciation and extinction events are simulated with time-to-event (or waiting time)
2. Starting from present and a given number of species, evolution is simulated backward in
time. The times of speciation and extinction events are simulated with a coalescent
approach (Stadler, 2011).

3. Branching times are sampled randomly from the expected distribution described in the
previous section. The topology of the tree is built by random successive agglomeration of
species.

There can be many variants around these broad lines. For instance, the simulation can start
from a (root) node instead of a single species. Another variation is to record or not the extinction
events: if one is only interested in ultrametric trees (i.e., without fossils) then the extinct lineages
may be simply discarded to speed-up calculations (Paradis, 2011).

These three approaches share in common that they simulate branch lengths in continuous
time making comparisons easier because the outputs do not depend on the definition of arbitrary
time steps. The first approach makes possible to simulate a tree with a fixed value of $T$ ($N$ is
always random), while the second one can simulate trees with fixed $N$ ($T$ is random), and the
third one can do simulations with both $T$ and $N$ fixed. The first approach has been used in earlier
works to simulate trees with $N$ fixed; however, Hartmann et al. (2010) demonstrated that this
approach results in biased simulated trees and presented a method to remedy this problem.

Various implementations of these approaches are available in different computer programs.
The first approach is implemented in \texttt{ape} (Paradis et al., 2004) which provides two algorithms
(depending on whether extinct lineages are recorded or not) which simulate trees with any
time-dependent variation in $\lambda$ and $\mu$ (these parameters may be constant). The second approach is
implemented in \texttt{TreeSim} (Stadler, 2014) which can simulate trees with constant $\lambda$ and $\mu$ and the
possibility to include random sampling of species as well as episodic (mass) extinctions. In order
to complete this, I implemented in \texttt{ape} the possibility to simulate a tree with $N$ fixed and any kind
of time-dependent variation in both $\lambda$ and $\mu$ (which still can be constant). This uses a slightly
modified version of the algorithm given in Stadler (2011). The difference is in the way waiting
times are generated (step 2 of the original algorithm), specifically, the formula used to generate a
random time $x$ starting from time $t$ is here:

$$n_t [\lambda(t) + \mu(t)] \exp \left[ -n_t \int_x^t \lambda(u) + \mu(u) du \right].$$

We keep in mind that in the framework used in this paper the time scale goes from past to present, so $x < t$ since the algorithm goes backward in time. If $\lambda$ and $\mu$ are constant, the above formula simplifies to $n_t (\lambda + \mu) e^{n_t (\lambda + \mu) (t - x)}$ which is the probability density function of an exponential distribution with rate $n_t (\lambda + \mu)$, thus making possible to use efficient random number generators from common statistical software.

Finally, the third approach is implemented in TESS which can simulate trees with any time-dependent model (Höhna, 2013).

2.4. Simulation study

A simulation study was conducted in order to assess the effect of tree size and diversification parameters on the predictions of the distribution of branching times. Two of the above simulation algorithms were used to generate phylogenetic trees. The first one is described in Paradis (2011) and simulates a tree in continuous time where $\lambda$ and $\mu$ are allowed to vary with time under any user-specified model. This is a time-forward algorithm where $T$ is fixed and $N$ is variable (first approach of the previous section). The second algorithm is due to Stadler (2011) and simulates trees in continuous time using a time-backward method with $N$ fixed (second approach of the previous section). Both algorithms require as input the values of the parameters $\lambda$ and $\mu$ and are implemented in the R (R Core Team, 2014) packages ape and TreeSim (Stadler, 2014), respectively. The third approach described in the previous section was not considered here because it samples branching times directly from the expected LTT curve, so a good agreement between the simulated trees and the predictions should be no surprise.

The predicted LTT plot and its 95% prediction interval were computed for a given set of parameter values. Ten thousand trees were simulated for each set of parameter values with both algorithms. For each tree, the LTT plot was calculated, and the agreement with the predictions were assessed in two ways. First, the proportion of points falling within the 95% prediction
interval was counted. Second, the proportion of points falling above or below the predicted curve was also counted. Two sets of simulations were done. In the first set, \( \lambda \) and \( \mu \) were kept constant with values given in Table 1. In the second set, two models of temporal variation were considered: the first one is an early burst model of speciation with decreasing \( \lambda \) through time and constant \( \mu \) (Fig. 2a); the second one is a model of increasing extinction in recent time and constant \( \lambda \) (Fig. 3a).

3. Results

The proportion of points of the LTT plots falling within the prediction intervals depended mainly on the size of the tree (Table 1). For trees simulated with \( N = 10 \), about 69% of the points fell within the prediction intervals for all values of \( \lambda \) and \( \mu \). This rose to about 90% for \( N = 50 \), and 94% for \( N = 200 \). For \( N = 1000 \), this percentage was slightly larger when \( \lambda = 0.1 \) (94%) than when \( \lambda = 0.2 \) (93%). For trees generated with a random value of \( N \), the percentage of points outside the prediction interval was related to the value of the difference \( \lambda - \mu \): when this difference was large, the percentage was above 93% whereas it was below 70% for the smallest values.

A similar pattern emerged from the proportion of points above the predicted curve (Table 2). Except for trees simulated with \( N \leq 20 \), the points were as likely to be above than below the predicted LTT curve. The same result was observed with random \( N \). Figure 1 shows the predicted LTT plots under two sets of parameters: \( \lambda = 0.1, \mu = 0 \), and \( \lambda = 0.3, \mu = 0.2 \). The expected number of species is the same in both cases since the difference \( \lambda - \mu \) is the same. As expected, the 95% prediction intervals depended on the size of the tree (shown for \( N = 20 \) and \( N = 200 \)).

Figure 2a shows the modelled rates \( \lambda \) and \( \mu \) under the scenario of early burst together with the predicted LTT curve. Figure 2b shows the LTT plot from a tree simulated with this model. By contrast to the cases with constant speciation and extinction rates, the proportion of points of the LTT plots falling within the prediction intervals varied little with respect to \( N \) and was around 90% (Table 3). The proportion of points below the predicted LTT curve was around 35% and did not vary much with tree size except when \( N \) was random where it was above 50% (Table 4).
Figure 3a shows the modelled rates $\lambda$ and $\mu$ under the scenario of increasing extinction together with the predicted LTT curve. Figure 3b shows the LTT plot from a tree simulated with this model. With this scenario, the proportion of points of the LTT plots within the prediction intervals decreased slightly with increasing tree size ranging from around 92% to around 82% (Table 3). Similarly to the previous scenario, most of these points were below the predicted curve except when $N$ was random (Table 4).

4. Discussion

The LTT plot is one of the most widely used methods to assess diversification from dated phylogenies. Its simplicity to run and its ability to display temporal phylogenetic patterns make it an attractive tool for evolutionists studying many groups. This method has some limitations, particularly some are intrinsic to the analysis of reconstructed phylogenies which ignore fossils (see review in Morlon, 2014). In spite of these limitations, which are now well-known, the LTT plot has proven to be a valuable tool for investigating evolutionary diversification from molecular phylogenies (e.g., Moreau et al., 2006; Bininda-Emonds et al., 2007; Lorén et al., 2014).

This paper aims to review some recent developments on the analysis of branching times from phylogenetic trees with a focus on predicting their distribution. It is possible to compute a predicted LTT curve as well as a prediction interval around the predicted curve. Some improvements to compute this predicted LTT curve are presented above. The prediction interval is computed with the assumption that the branching times of the phylogeny follow a binomial distribution at any given time.

One issue for computing a predicted LTT curve is the justification of the parameter values. In the examples presented in this paper, these values were taken as fixed and given a priori, because the data were simulated so the real diversification parameter values of the phylogenies were known. With real data, the situation is different and the parameters must be estimated from the data. Two applications are possible in this context. First, it is possible to calculate an “empirical” confidence interval around the observed LTT plot with the same approach as described above: the values of $p$ would thus be calculated from the observed cumulated proportions of number of
Such a confidence interval is actually “model free” (i.e., they do not require to estimate the diversification parameters). The second application is to infer a predicted LTT curve from a fitted model and draw it together with the observed LTT plot. For instance, suppose a constant-parameter birth–death model is fitted to a tree, then the estimated values of $\lambda$ and $\mu$ can be used to draw a predicted LTT curve and compare it with the actual distribution of branching times. Such an approach can help to assess the goodness of the fit of a particular model of diversification (see also Wollenberg et al., 1996; Paradis, 1998).

The match between the prediction intervals and the simulated trees showed various degrees of agreement. For the constant-parameter models, the degree of success of the prediction intervals was mainly related to the tree size ($N$). With $N = 1000$, almost 95% of the points from the LTT plots of the simulated trees were within the 95% prediction intervals. When trees were simulated with random $N$, the precision of the predictions were positively related to the net diversification rate ($\lambda - \mu$), thus confirming the importance of tree size since trees simulated with a higher diversification rate are expected to have larger sizes (since the time of evolution of the simulated trees, $T$, was kept constant). An interesting result was that, for almost all simulations with constant parameters, the points of the LTT plots have the same probability to fall above or below the predicted LTT curve, with only a slightly higher proportion (ca. 0.55) of points below this curve for the smaller trees (see Table 2).

The success of the predictions was more contrasted when trees were simulated with the time-dependent models of diversification. Overall, the proportion of points of the LTT plots within the prediction interval was similar to the constant-rate case with similar tree sizes. However, this proportion did not change much with tree size and did not reach 95% like for the constant-rate case. On the other hand, the points tend to be on one side of the predicted LTT curve and slightly preferentially above it.

Paradis (2011) and Etienne and Rosindell (2012) proposed to fit models of diversification and estimate the parameters by minimising the deviation between the observed LTT curve and the one predicted from the model using a least squares criterion. It has been shown that this fitting procedure performs better than fitting the same model by maximum likelihood at least in some
situations (Paradis, 2011). Hallinan (2012) questioned the use of LTT plots as a tool to assess the fit of a diversification model to a phylogenetic tree. The difficulty appears to be the autocorrelation of the individual points of an LTT plot: successive points tend to be above or below the predicted line as shown by the examples in this paper. However, the simulation results reported here suggest that, when speciation and extinction rates are constant through time, the points do not statistically tend to be either above or below the predicted line over the complete range of the plot, even within a single LTT plot. This seems to validate the use of a least squares approach to model fitting. On the other hand, when these rates varied through time, the points tended to be above the predicted LTT curve which may result in biased parameter estimation. This will require further study.

To conclude, the distribution of branching times can be well predicted by the above formula (eq. 3) when the speciation and extinction rates are constant through time. The predictions are still accurate but less consistent for the time-dependent models considered here, which is a point requiring further study. A prediction interval around the predicted distribution (i.e., the LTT curve) can be derived and is accurate except for the smallest tree sizes. In spite of being more than two-decade old, the LTT plot is a flexible and very useful graphical tool to display the distribution of branching times, either from phylogenetic trees, or from predictions derived from speciation–extinction models.
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Appendix A

Höhna (2013, eq. 8) derived the probability of speciation events in a phylogenetic tree as (using the notation of the present paper):

\[ \pi(t) \propto \Pr(t, n_T = 1)\lambda(t). \]
The probability that a lineage originating at time $t$ has a single species at time $T$ used by Höhna is (Kendall, 1948, eq. 16):

$$\Pr(t, n_T = 1) = \frac{e^{-\rho(t,T)}}{W(t)^2}.$$

We now develop eq. 2 of the present paper:

$$\pi(t) = \Pr(t, n_T \geq 1)^2\mathbb{E}(n_t)\lambda(t)$$

$$= \left[ \frac{e^{-\rho(t,T)}}{W(t)} \right]^2 e^{-\rho(0,T)}\lambda(t)$$

$$= \frac{e^{-\rho(t,T)}}{W(t)^2} e^{-\rho(t,T)} e^{-\rho(0,T)}\lambda(t).$$

We note that:

$$e^{-\rho(t,T)} e^{-\rho(0,T)} = e^{-\rho(0,T)}.$$

We also note that the fraction is equal to $\Pr(t, n_T = 1)$, and reordering the terms in the product this gives:

$$\pi(t) = \Pr(t, n_T = 1)\lambda(t) e^{-\rho(0,T)},$$

which is identical to Höhna’s equation and shows what is the proportionality factor. We note that the latter does not depend on $t$, so its value will cancel out in the ratio of integrals in eq. 3 (also in Höhna, 2013, eq. 9).
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**Fig. 1.** Lineage-through time plots (grey lines) for ten simulated trees with different values of speciation ($\lambda$) and extinction ($\mu$) rates and tree size ($N$). The thick line shows the predicted LTT distribution, and the dashed lines delimit the 95% prediction intervals. The $y$-axes are scaled to one. F: cumulative proportions of lineages.

**Fig. 2.** (a) The early burst model of speciation showing the parameters ($\lambda$ and $\mu$) and the predicted LTT curve. (b) The LTT plot from a phylogeny simulated with this model (black line) and the number of living lineages (grey line) from the same simulation.

**Fig. 3.** (a) A model of increasing extinction in recent time showing the parameters ($\lambda$ and $\mu$) and the predicted LTT curve. (b) The LTT plot from a phylogeny simulated with this model (black line) and the number of living lineages (grey line) from the same simulation.
Table 1: Proportion of points from the LTT plots falling within the 95% prediction interval. The simulations were replicated 10,000 times. All trees were simulated with $T = 50$ and $n_0 = 1$. $N$: number of species in the tree; $\lambda$: speciation rate; $\mu$: extinction rate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\lambda$</th>
<th>$\mu$</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>1000</th>
<th>random</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.692</td>
<td>0.817</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>0.930</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>0.935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.691</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>0.847</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.691</td>
<td>0.817</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>0.680</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.690</td>
<td>0.817</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>0.933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.690</td>
<td>0.815</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.691</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Proportion of points from the LTT plots falling below the predicted LTT line. See Table 1 for details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\lambda$</th>
<th>$\mu$</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>1000</th>
<th>random</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.546</td>
<td>0.521</td>
<td>0.505</td>
<td>0.505</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>0.504</td>
<td>0.505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.548</td>
<td>0.525</td>
<td>0.504</td>
<td>0.512</td>
<td>0.509</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>0.513</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.553</td>
<td>0.525</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td>0.512</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>0.507</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>0.527</td>
<td>0.507</td>
<td>0.496</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td>0.522</td>
<td>0.510</td>
<td>0.506</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.499</td>
<td>0.516</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.539</td>
<td>0.517</td>
<td>0.521</td>
<td>0.510</td>
<td>0.502</td>
<td>0.504</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Proportion of points from the LTT plots falling within the 95% prediction interval for two models of time-dependent diversification. The simulations were replicated 10,000 times. $T$ was random except when $N$ was random where $T = 50$ and $n_0 = 1$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$N$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early burst</td>
<td>0.910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent extinction</td>
<td>0.916</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4: Proportion of points from the LTT plots falling below the predicted LTT line. See Table 3 for details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>N 20</th>
<th>N 50</th>
<th>N 100</th>
<th>N 200</th>
<th>random</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Early burst</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>0.343</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>0.716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent extinction</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>0.276</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>0.233</td>
<td>0.616</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: Lineage-through time plots (grey lines) for ten simulated trees with different values of speciation ($\lambda$) and extinction ($\mu$) rates and tree size ($N$). The thick line shows the predicted LTT distribution, and the dashed lines delimit the 95% prediction intervals. The y-axes are scaled to one. F: cumulative proportions of lineages.
Figure 2: (a) The early burst model of speciation showing the parameters ($\lambda$ and $\mu$) and the predicted LTT curve. (b) The LTT plot from a phylogeny simulated with this model (black line) and the number of living lineages (grey line) from the same simulation.
Figure 3: (a) A model of increasing extinction in recent time showing the parameters ($\lambda$ and $\mu$) and the predicted LTT curve. (b) The LTT plot from a phylogeny simulated with this model (black line) and the number of living lineages (grey line) from the same simulation.